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The energy-minimization multiscale (EMMS) principle of compromise in competition is believed
to be generally applicable for all mesoscale problems at different levels in the real world, spanning
from elementary particles to the universe. This stimulated a fundamental proposition of the concept
of mesoscience. This article discusses a potential universality of the regime-specific multi-objective
variational feature of this underlying principle through case studies in chemical engineering. It is
also elucidated why the currently available variational principles are not applicable to the mesoscale
problems. The paper concludes with prospects on future study.
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I. INTRODUCTION
In the past decades, science has made remarkable
progress in extending its reachable scales with respect
to both space and time, and in shifting its paradigm and
landscape of methodology and tools. However, while we
know more and more details at smaller and smaller scales,
such as understanding of genomics and elementary par-
ticles, we cannot yet fully reveal the secret of life and the
relationship between material structures and their evi-
dent macroscopic properties. On the other hand, coarse-
graining approaches are widely used at different levels of
sciences to treat problems associated with complex struc-
tures, while science, devoted to bridging the microscale
and macroscale - termed complexity science - is still in its
infancy. It seems clear that some links have been missing
in the context of contemporary science, leading to gaps of
knowledge, which block the way to finding the solutions
for many challenging issues.
Meanwhile, we recognized that the currently available
theories are not applicable to the mesoscale dynamic
structures which are likely governed by at least two dom-
inant mechanisms [1, 2], leading to the multi-objective
variational feature.
We believe that these gaps originated from a com-
mon cause; namely the missing of governing principles
between the “unit scales” and “system scales” at differ-
ent levels of the real world [3]. We predicted that one
of the approaches to remove these gaps in our knowledge
is to resolve the corresponding mesoscale problems [4, 5],
through the energy-minimization multiscale (EMMS) en-
compassing the underlying principle of “Compromise in
competition” [6, 7]. This principle is believed to be
regime-specific, multi-objective variational, and possibly
universal, hopefully yielding fundamentals contribution
to mesoscience. This paper presents a detailed discus-
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sion on the perspective on this concept.
When a system is open and highly dissipative, as usu-
ally found with many situations and regimes in science
and engineering, a system’s complexity and heterogene-
ity always present a challenge to describe, which pre-
vail likely in the form of dynamic spatiotemporal struc-
tures at the mesoscale in between the microscale of the
“unit” and macroscale of the “system”. This challenge is
common in nature and engineering and understanding of
many complex systems is blocked at the corresponding
mesoscales. Therefore, coarse-graining approaches are
typically used to describe such complex systems, even
though they tend to lead to unacceptable deviations.
Sometimes, the situations are even worse such that the
currently available theories were applied to these complex
structures without clarifying their applicability; that is,
the variational principles for the systems governed by a
single mechanism were mis-applied to the systems gov-
erned by at least two dominant mechanisms, leading to
confusions and debates. In recent years, the concept of
mesoscience was proposed to solve this problem, which
is based on the generality of the principle of compro-
mise in competition between dominant mechanisms [6, 7],
called the EMMS principle, which is formulated as multi-
objective variational problems [8]. The EMMS principle
is believed to reveal the fundamental origin of complexity
and diversity across all mesoscales between correspond-
ing unit scales and system scales, and is different from
traditional variational approaches. The concept of meso-
science was proposed to verify and extend the possible
universality of the EMMS principle [1, 2, 4–7, 9]. This
paper gives more details on the rationality of mesoscience
by case studies.
Many evidence examples have indicated that in many
complex systems, mesoscale complexity can be inter-
preted based on the inherent compromise between com-
peting dominant mechanisms. In the case when only
one mechanism dominates, complexity usually does not
emerge, so the corresponding state is simple and can
be defined using just conservation relationships. How-
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2ever, the situation becomes much more complex - and
we would argue, more interesting - when two dominant
mechanisms are involved. In these circumstances three
regimes can be identified in terms of the relative domi-
nance of these two mechanisms, i.e., A-dominated, A-B
compromising, and B-dominated, as illustrated in Fig. 1
[10, 11].
FIG. 1: Three regimes that occur successively as the relative dominance of mechanism B over mechanism A changes, and the
evolution of structures in the A-B compromising regime [10, 11].
In the regime with a single dominant mechanism, ei-
ther A or B, a single extremal function can be found,
either minimization or maximization. However, descrip-
tion of the A-B compromising regime requires a multi-
objective variational formulation that integrates the ex-
tremal tendencies of its two adjacent regimes, reflect-
ing the compromise between the two competing mech-
anisms. While this approach is promising to solve many
problems related to complexity and diversity in both sci-
ence and engineering [12], its universality needs to be
further confirmed; we believe that this should be a key
task of mesoscience. On the other hand, the traditional
nonequilibrium thermodynamics, both linear and nonlin-
ear, were sometimes used in analyzing mesoscale complex
phenomena. However, due to the ignorance of distin-
guishing regime-specific features of the mesoscale com-
plexity [1, 2, 10], many confusions and debates exist.
Meanwhile, there is not much progress made in solving
mesoscale problems though great and global attention
has been paid to these problems [6, 7].
On the basis of recent publications [10, 13, 14], this
paper further gives detailed rationality of mesoscience,
gives the reason why the currently available theories are
not applicable to formulating mesoscale phenomena, and
clarifies the existing confusions and debates in this as-
pect.
II. POTENTIAL UNIVERSALITY:
CORROBORATION BY CASE STUDIES
The generality of the EMMS principle has been pre-
liminarily verified by studying different complex systems
with this principle, among which the following are three
cases in chemical engineering:
• Gas-solid fluidized systems [10, 15]: In gas-solid
fluidized systems, three typical regimes take place
successively, subject to gas velocity Ug with a speci-
fied solid flow rate Up (or subject to Up with a spec-
ified Ug). At low gas velocity, the gas is not capa-
ble of suspending solids, therefore, the structure is
solid-dominated, which is defined by ε = min and/or
Wsd = max, where ε is the average voidage and Wsd
is the total energy dissipation rate with respect to
unit volume of the system; At very high gas veloc-
ity, gas possesses sufficient capability to dominate
solids in realizing its exclusive dominance defined by
Wst = min, ε = max, or Wsd = min, where Wst
is the rate of energy consumption for transporting
and suspending particles with respect to unit volume
of the system. In this regime, solids are uniformly
distributed in the gas flow (in the idealized case) so
that the dissipation rate is minimized; However, in
between these two regimes, there exists a regime at
which neither Wst = min nor ε = min can dominate
3or define the structure exclusively. Instead, these two
factors have to compromise in their competition be-
tween each other, leading to complicated interaction
between the state defined by Wst = min and that by
ε = min, and resulting in coexistence and alternating
appearance of these two different states with respect
to time and space. Such compromise can be expressed
as a multi-objective variational problem as follows:
min
[
ε
W st
]
. (1)
As shown in Fig. 2, also in Fig. 1, ε = min de-
fines a very dense structure with the maximized dis-
sipation rate (Wsd = max), while Wst = min gives
a very dilute uniform structure with the minimum
dissipation rate (Wsd = min). In the case of com-
promise in the competition between Wst = min and
ε = min, that is, in the compromising regime repre-
sented here by Nst = Wst/((1 − ε) ρp) = min (al-
ternatives are possible according to mathematics) [8],
complicated structures are generated because of the
alternating dominance of Wst = min and ε = min
with respect to space and time. In this regime, it
should be noted that the interphase interaction be-
tween these two states is intensive and was approxi-
mately described here through defining a cluster di-
ameter and its volume fraction [3]. In this regime,
neither minimum nor maximum of total dissipation
rate can be used as its variational function. In engi-
neering practice, which regime prevails in a system,
or when regime transitions take place, depends on
operating conditions, as defined in [16]. The bifur-
cation between the regimes of ε = min, Wst = min
and the compromising regime Nst = min is noted
at the generalized minimum fluidization velocity [3]
(Umf)general = Umf + εmfUp/(1 − εmf), where (in the
case of Fig. 2) the minimum fluidization velocity
Umf = 2.34× 10−3 m/s is determined solely by physi-
cal properties independent of Up. The transition from
the compromising regime of Nst = min to the regime
of Wst = min is defined by the choking velocity Upt
at saturation carrying capacity K∗. The values of
both (Umf)general and Upt also depend on the operat-
ing conditions.
FIG. 2: Regime-specific variational features and regime transitions for a gas-solid system (ρp = 929.5 kg/m
3, ρg = 1.1795
kg/m3, dp = 54 µm, µg = 1.8875×10−5 Pa · s, εmf = 0.5, Up = 0.0538 kg/(m2 · s)).
4In a word, traditional principle of minimum or maxi-
mum dissipation rate (Wsd) may hold only for regimes
where a single mechanism dominated. However, look-
ing for a single variational function defined by the
extremum of total energy dissipation rate is impossi-
ble in the A-B compromising regime, since the states
defined by its minimum (Wsd = min) and maximum
(Wsd = max) have to compromise in competition.
This does not exclude the total energy dissipation rate
to be an extremum, but not an absolute extremum
without constraint from other dominant mechanisms.
It should be noted that all extrema in the A-B com-
promising regime discussed here are with respect to a
volume containing at least one element of mesoscale
structure, not for a real local point. This is because
it is impossible for either of the two variational func-
tions to be fully realized at the same time at the same
local point [8].
• Turbulence: In a turbulent pipe flow, viscous and in-
ertial effects coexist [17]. The former tends to main-
tain laminar flow with the minimization of viscous
dissipation rate, whilst the latter tends to produce
turbulent eddies and maximize the total dissipation
rate. In a practical turbulent flow regime, neither
the viscous effect nor the inertial effect is realized ex-
clusively; what is actually observed is the result of
the compromise between these two competing tenden-
cies. In the regime where the viscous effect dominates,
the variational function is Wv = min (Wv is the vis-
cous dissipation rate in unit volume), and in the fully
inertia-dominated (probably idealized) regime, it is
WT = max or Wte = max (WT is the total dissipa-
tion rate in unit volume, Wte is that for the turbulent
(inertial) effect) [17]. In real turbulent pipe flow, that
is, the A-B compromising regime in Fig. 1, the multi-
objective variational problem reflecting the compro-
mise of the above two tendencies can be expressed as
(note that WT = max is equivalent to −WT = min):
min
[
Wv
−WT
]
. (2)
FIG. 3: Illustration of the regime-specific variational features in pipe flow [17].
Once again, a single extremum of dissipation rate can-
not truly reflect the variation in the compromising
regime. Fig. 3 shows three regimes and their cor-
responding features, where R is the pipe radius, u(r)
the radial velocity, and Re the Reynolds number. Ne-
glecting this kind of compromise between such two
dissipative processes leads to the difficulty in reveal-
ing the mechanism of turbulence [14]. This is another
evidence showing the compromise in competition be-
tween the state with the minimum dissipation rate
and that with the maximum dissipation rate.
• Heterogeneous catalysis: For heterogeneous catal-
ysis, we explored the adlayer structures and corre-
sponding processes [18], and identified two competing
extremal tendencies reflecting two dominant mecha-
nisms. One is Npair/Nocc = min (Npair is the number
of reacting pairs, and Nocc is the number of occu-
pied sites), reflecting the clustering tendency mainly
driven by reactions, which roughly corresponds to the
minimization of the total energy dissipation rate. The
other is (Nocc −Npair)/Ntot = min (Ntot is the total
number of sites), which reflects the dispersing ten-
dency basically related to diffusion, adsorption, and
desorption processes and corresponds roughly to the
maximization of the total energy dissipation rate. In
practical cases, usually within the A-B compromis-
ing regime, neither of these two extreme tendencies
can be realized completely. Thus, the heterogeneous
5structures frequently observed on catalyst surfaces
can be viewed as the resulting natural compromise
between these two different mechanisms. This multi-
objective variational problem can be roughly formu-
lated using these two extremal terms as follows:
min
 N pairN occ
N occ−N pair
N tot
 . (3)
Again, neither maximization nor minimization of the
total dissipation rate is dominant exclusively in the
compromising regime, showing the alternating ap-
pearance between the state of Npair/Nocc = min and
that of ((Nocc − Npair)/Ntot = min, with respect to
space and time. This regime-specific feature is illus-
trated in Fig. 4. Such a feature is of course critical
in optimizing catalytic processes, and probably is re-
lated to the definition of selectivity [1].
FIG. 4: Illustration of the regime-specific variational features in heterogeneous catalysis (different species are distinguished in
colors).
In all three cases, it is shown that the EMMS principle
is different from the variational approaches that define
the variational function of the described systems directly
by a single extremum of total energy dissipation rate.
The commonality of these three cases can be summarized
as follows:
More evidence on the compromise in competition be-
tween minimum and maximum dissipation rates is avail-
able, such as metal-nonmetal transition systems [1], but
needs further detailed analysis.
6In this sense, most current variational approaches are
valid only for the regimes where a single mechanism dom-
inates; that is, the A- or B-dominated regime in Fig. 1.
However, the EMMS principle bridges these two regimes
by considering the compromise in competition between
them, which has not yet been tackled by currently avail-
able variational approaches. Hopefully, the development
of mesoscience will make it possible to remove the exist-
ing debate between different approaches, hence, to unify
them by complementing this missing link of compromise
in competition.
III. WHY MULTI-OBJECTIVE VARIATIONAL?
From the EMMS principle, it is clear that two (perhaps
more) dominant mechanisms lead to dynamic structures,
resulting in rich complexity and diversity [10]. Even for
the so-considered equilibrium systems, the EMMS prin-
ciple also sheds light on, for example, the solid-liquid-
gas transition, in which the internal energy compromises
with entropy [19]. In the viewpoint of the EMMS prin-
ciple, the particular state of solids should be dominated
by the minimization of internal energy and that of the
gaseous state by the maximization of entropy while the
state of liquid should be simply a mixture of “solids”
and “gas”, governed by the compromise in competition
between these two extrema, therefore, featuring dynamic
changes and flowability. Here, “solid” means solid-like
and “gas” for gas-like state that might be deviated from
the real solid state and that of real gas, respectively, due
to the dynamic influence generated in the process of com-
promise in competition, as shown in Fig. 5. Although
the free energy consists of two terms, their compromise in
competition, especially, the resulting alternating change
between two different states (gas-like and solid-like) has
not received sufficient attention. This is due to the in-
habited thinking to look for a single extremum of vari-
ational functions. That is, traditional understanding of
the liquid state is not complete!
FIG. 5: Liquid as the mixture of solid-like and gas-like states. The results are from molecular dynamics simulation of Argon at
1 atm and 35.9 K (solid), 107.8 K(liquid), and 131.8 K (gas), respectivley, using the 12-6 Lennard-Jones potential with reduced
units.
In traditional studies of complex systems, various vari-
ational extremal principles have been proposed, but all
consider only a single variational function, leading to
much debate around different approaches. We believe
that this debate is caused by the fact of the regime-
specific nature of variational behavior of different dissi-
pative processes. In such an approach, the compromise
in competition between dominant mechanisms, and the
resultant dynamic heterogeneity is neglected without
distinguishing one mechanism from another [10], which
would show totally different extremal tendencies, that is,
regime-specific feature.
Regime-specific: To understand variational features
of a system, operating conditions, boundary conditions,
and material properties must first be specified, including
all exchanges of mass, energy and all interactions occur-
ring at boundaries of the system, all together, called the
specified working conditions in this paper (Fig. 6). Then,
under these conditions, working regimes should be clari-
fied to know whether the system is in the A-dominated,
or A-B compromising, or B-dominated regime so that we
could know the regime-specific variational features. The
traditional analysis on “linear” and “nonlinear” is not
sufficient to distinguish this regime-specific feature. This
is a critical issue to be noted.
Compromise in Competition: In fact, a dissipa-
7FIG. 6: Schematic illustration of a system with the specified
conditions. Modified from [7].
tive process could be dominated by either maximization
or minimization of dissipation rate or jointly by their
compromise in competition, subject to specified working
conditions. That is, depending on the specified working
conditions, a system can be dominated by totally differ-
ent dissipative mechanisms or processes showing different
variational behaviors, either A or B, or more complicat-
edly and likelier by compromise in competition between
A and B, as shown in Fig. 1. In particular, the vari-
ational properties within the A-B compromising regime
can be defined neither by maximization nor by minimiza-
tion of the total energy dissipation rate, as indicated in
the above three case studies. This is the reason why
attempts to find a single variational function in terms
of energy dissipation rate have failed in some cases and
minimum and maximum of energy dissipation rate have
been confused, leading to debates.
When the specified working conditions are changed,
the dominant mechanisms, hence, the dissipative mecha-
nisms in the system, are also changed, leading to regime
transitions. When we change the conditions artificially,
we must pay attention to the interaction between differ-
ent dominant mechanisms to distinguish regime transi-
tions caused by the underlying compromise in competi-
tion between the two extreme regimes (A and B).
Neglecting the compromise in competition between dif-
ferent dominant mechanisms, we argue, leads to con-
fusions between different approaches and the arising of
average-based treatments, i.e., neglecting the fundamen-
tal heterogeneity from different dissipative processes at
the mesoscales. This is a challenging issue in studying
complex systems.
Heterogeneity: With the specified working condi-
tions, if there is no heterogeneity within the domain of
the system, it is reasonable to assume that the specified
conditions hold for every location. This is possible only
when one mechanism dominates, i.e., within the A- or
B-dominated regime, where the dissipation rate shows a
definite extremal tendency, driven by an identical dissi-
pative mechanism everywhere in the system.
However, if the specified working conditions lead to
heterogeneity within the system, the specified conditions
should not be assumed to hold everywhere in the sys-
tem. Actually, in this case, the specified conditions, and
hence, the interaction or dissipative mechanisms, can be
quite different not only in space but also in time. This
is the case particularly and inherently in the A-B com-
promising regime, where the system behavior can not be
described with any single dominant mechanism, and the
total dissipation rate does not exhibit a single definite
and global extremal tendency.
These can be simply detailed a little further. The total
energy dissipation rate Ω for the whole system should
be the integration of local density of energy dissipation
rate over the whole system, as expressed in Eq. (4).
When the system is homogeneous, it can be simplified
into Eq. (5) due to the uniform distribution of dissipation
rate density.
Ω =
∫
V
ω dV (4)
Ω = V ω (5)
When the system is heterogeneous and the conditions
vary in space and in time, different dissipative mecha-
nisms must play roles in the system, alternately in space
and time. In this case, ω is a function of spatial posi-
tions r and time t, i.e., ω(r, t), and Eq. (6) should not
hold any longer, that is, the extremal tendency of Ω is
not equivalent to that of ω(r, t), as expressed in Eq. (6)
where Ex(x) is the extremal tendency of x. The behavior
of the whole system becomes complicated, and cannot be
defined by using a single tendency of energy dissipation
rate.
Ex(Ω)| whole system 6= Ex
[
ω(r, t)
] | location r, instant t . (6)
To explain Eq. (6), we present some snapshots taken
from a two-dimensional autocatalytic system simulated
at different scales in Fig. 7, using both a macroscopic
continuum model and the microscopic kinetic Monte
Carlo method, respectively. Due to the existence of
structural heterogeneity, the specified conditions are dis-
tributed in the system, leading to complex changes of
different mechanisms that usually correspond to different
dissipative processes. Therefore, the total energy dissi-
pation rate of the whole system does not show a definite
8extremal tendency, as described in our previous work
[13]. In fact, the energy dissipation rate even within a
grid also varies when such heterogeneity is involved, as
given in Fig. 7 under the corresponding snapshot of each
grid, which was integrated over all the points within the
grid. Two dominant mechanisms can be roughly identi-
fied, i.e., mechanism A mainly corresponding to diffusion,
adsorption, and desorption processes, which tends to ho-
mogenize the distribution of species, and mechanism B
basically corresponding to reactions, which leads to clus-
tering.
FIG. 7: Illustration of the heterogeneity caused by compromise in competition in a system and its grids.
In other words, as long as dynamic heterogeneity ex-
ists, at least two dominant -and competing - mechanisms
must be involved. In this case, according to the EMMS
principle, these mechanisms prevail alternately with re-
spect to space and time. Directly unifying them with a
single blurring extremum is impossible, even though an
indirect integration of them into a single term is possi-
ble, such as Nst = min in Fig. 2, but absolutely not in
9terms of Ω [10, 11]. This is the reason why there are
debates between researchers searching for a single varia-
tional function of the total energy dissipation rate.
Self-adaptive: Dynamic processes can be viewed as
the responses to the specified working conditions for a
system. These responses can play roles in return as a
feedback to mediate the specified conditions, as expressed
in Fig. 8, the effect of which can be minor at the system
scale, but increasingly critical at smaller scales, such as in
a simulation grid. A typical example is negative feedback
[20, 21]; i.e., the induced processes serve to relax the ef-
fect of the specified conditions. In the A-B compromising
regime, such feedbacks are involved in the spatiotempo-
ral compromise in competition between dominant mech-
anisms to stabilize the dissipative structures. Therefore,
the energy dissipation behavior of the whole system could
be complicated.
FIG. 8: The self-adaptive feature of complex systems
makes it impossible to fix the specified conditions everywhere
throughout the whole system.
In summary, a single variational function may be valid
only for systems where identical conditions exist at dif-
ferent locations and instants in time and space. In this
case, the extremal tendency of the whole system is con-
sistent with that of any point in it. Such a system is
usually and necessarily uniform, operated either in the
A- or B-dominated regime and dominated by only one
dissipative mechanism. Even in this case, regime spec-
ification, either A- or B-dominated, needs to be made
before defining its variational function since they could
be totally different.
Importantly, for most complex systems operated
within the A-B compromising regime, with the speci-
fied conditions, there is not a single variational function
in terms of total energy dissipation rate. This arises be-
cause there are at least two interaction mechanisms or
dissipative processes which can be generated inside the
system, and can not be defined either by the one for
the A-dominated regime or by that in the B-dominated
regime. Therefore, the multi-objective variational fea-
ture has to be considered, and multi-objective variational
formulation is necessary. This, we believe, is the core
concept of mesoscience. The specified conditions for the
system are not now distributed uniformly in the system,
but result in multiple dissipative processes which prevail
in the system, alternately with respect to time and space,
leading to fascinating complexity and diversity. This, we
believe, is the missing principle in traditional approaches
and complexity science, implying the potential great sig-
nificance of mesoscience.
IV. REMARKS AND PERSPECTIVE
As summarized in Fig. 9, taking fluidization as an ex-
ample, real structures in complex systems are spatiotem-
porally dynamic. In such structures, three different in-
teraction mechanisms prevail, each corresponding to a
distinct dissipative process: The structure in the dilute
phase is fluid-dominated, while that in the dense phase is
particle-dominated. The compromise between these two
mechanisms leads to complex and rich interphase interac-
tions. These intrinsic facets give rise to the spatiotempo-
ral dynamic structure that shows alternate appearance
of two dominant mechanisms with respect to time and
space. Such a governing principle must be considered
in any realistic physical model; otherwise, a reasonable
solution is simply not possible.
Regretfully, these facets have not been taken into ac-
count in analyzing complex systems. Because of the com-
plexity and diversity of these structures, such systems are
likely analyzed using coarse-graining approaches. The
formulations of coarse graining are usually based on ex-
periments and artificial assumptions without considering
the compromise in competition between different dom-
inant mechanisms. Therefore, diverse strategies exist
in different fields even though they have the common
purpose of simplifying the analysis of complex systems.
Coarse-graining approaches are usually used either to im-
prove the computational accuracy in average modeling
or to lower the computational cost in discrete computa-
tion, both of which cause low predictability. Examples
of coarse-graining approaches are distribution functions
in molecular simulation, constitutive equations in fluid
dynamics, and even extremely large-scale averaging in
astronomy, to name a few. There is no unified principle
for coarse graining, and even worse, some coarse-graining
models are not related to multiscale analysis, leading to
difficulties when using them to solve engineering prob-
lems. That is, the dominant mechanisms are blurred and
the structures are distorted when using coarse-graining
approaches, as illustrated in Fig. 9. When one tries to
identify a variational function for a structure, the ap-
proach usually followed is to directly look for a single
variational function. However, although this is feasible
in the A- and B-dominated regimes, it becomes impos-
sible, at least difficult, in the A-B compromising regime,
leading to confusion. This missing principle at mesoscales
is currently an important challenge in science and engi-
neering, attention to which is however insufficient.
Mesoscience follows a different approach and is based
on the EMMS principle of compromise in competition,
as shown in Fig. 9. The heterogeneity in the compro-
mising regime is believed to reflect the compromise in
10
FIG. 9: Illustration of regime-specific features and different approaches to describe the compromising regime, exemplified with
the gas-solid fluidized system.
competition between different dominant mechanisms rep-
resenting different dissipative processes. By distinguish-
ing such distinct mechanisms and their respective struc-
tures, the heterogeneity is naturally and accurately de-
scribed by establishing a multi-objective variational ex-
pression for the compromise between competing mech-
anisms. Since the compromise in competition between
dominant mechanisms contains the individual dominance
of each mechanism as well, the A-B compromising varia-
tional formulation can also be simplified to describe the
A- or B-dominated. In other words, it is valid for all
three regimes. Actually, the behavior of the A- or B-
dominated regime can be formulated simply using con-
servation relationships because the system is simple. Of
course, the regime transition from A-dominated to A-B
compromising and that from A-B compromising to B-
dominated should be defined. This is another issue that
is discussed in ref. [16] and needs to be considered fur-
11
ther. Of course, the description of the interphase inter-
action still represents a fascinating challenge, such as the
cluster description in the preceding case study (the first
case).
It is evident that traditional coarse-graining ap-
proaches lose vital information about compromise-in-
competition between two dominant mechanisms, through
averaging. For example, a popular treatment of x = x¯+
x′, i.e., the division of a state variable into its average and
fluctuation, which blurs all mechanisms. According to
the EMMS principle, a rational simplified coarse-graining
method should be expressed as x = fx1+(1−f)x2, where
x1 is the state variables defined by mechanism 1 and x2
is that for mechanism 2. Using this logic, many prob-
lems not handled by current approaches will find better
solutions. The rationale of this prediction was properly
verified by the simulation of fluidization, as shown in Fig.
9, where the dilute phase (corresponding to Wst = min)
and the dense phase (corresponding to ε = min) appear
alternately in space and time [22, 23].
We propose that for complex systems, especially for
the regime where more than one mechanism dominates,
a possible stability criterion should be a multi-objective
variational expression that is established on the basis of
the EMMS principle. In this regime, no approach looking
for a single variational function of total energy dissipa-
tion rate is feasible. The EMMS principle represents a
bridge between different variational principles. Because
of the commonality of heterogeneity and complexity in
different systems, this principle or mesoscience deserves
to be explored in different fields. In fact, complexity
and diversity in the world do not originate from a sin-
gle mechanism. Coarse-graining approaches must take
this fact into account. The EMMS principle is specific to
explain complexity and dynamic dissipative processes.
Another missing consideration is the multilevel nature
of the natural world. Current approaches have paid in-
sufficient attention to distinguishing levels, so sometimes
two or even more levels have been blurred as a single
system to study. This causes confusion because differ-
ent mechanisms exist at different levels [7, 10]. That is,
regime- and level-specific natures are critical to under-
stand the complexity in the world. Of course, this brings
about another issue to be addressed - correlation between
levels.
In conclusion, the EMMS principle has confirmed the
preliminary generality of the compromise in competi-
tion between dominant mechanisms. What should be
addressed further with the concept of mesoscience have
been detailed in [1, 2, 10]. In addition to the dissipation
rate, the variational functions of dominant mechanisms
could be formulated in different terms, which are proba-
bly level-specific.
If mesoscience can be established as expected through
studying different systems as case studies first, and then
examining their commonality [6, 7, 12] from diversity,
the current gaps in understanding complex systems will
be filled, and many global challenges can be analyzed
more rationally. For instance, the success of mesoscience
may allow climate change modeling and weather predic-
tion to become even more accurate and faster to enable
our capability in sustainable development; or revolution-
ize rational design and smart manufacture of materials.
Mesoscience may also shed light on neuroscience to re-
veal the secret of cognition, and be integrated with com-
putational science to facilitate artificial intelligence re-
search; and help to understand many as-yet unknown
phenomena in electron systems in condensed matter, and
even the uncertainty principle in quantum mechanics.
Thus, establishment of mesoscience deserves global ef-
fort and joint action from the whole spectrum of science
and support from our whole society. Fortunately, the
National Natural Science Foundation of China (NSFC)
has launched a mesoscience program focusing on the two
levels of mesoscales in chemical engineering [24].
Concerning the traditional thermodynamics, particu-
larly the extremalization principles of dissipation, formu-
lated by ω =
∑
i
XiJi, we would conclude that they are
applicable to the two extreme regimes dominated only by
a single dissipative mechanism, that is, ω =
∑
i
XiJi =
min or max under A or B, respectively. However, the
extremalization of this expression with a single objective
is not applicable to the A-B compromising regime with
multi-objectives. This is the core concept of mesoscience.
The opinions expressed in this article are somewhat
premature, potentially provocative and need to be veri-
fied. Even for the EMMS model itself, many details are
to be refined, such as the interphase interaction. How-
ever, we are encouraged by the exciting clues of generality
- potentially, even universality - in this direction which
emerges in case studies, which is far beyond our capabil-
ity to effectively explore and to reach a final conclusion.
Therefore, we write this article to call on wide attention
and to welcome interest and criticism from many differ-
ent disciplines.
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